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1. Introduction

The general problem addressed in this paper is how can the headquarters

(HQ) of a decentralized firm with k divisions arrive at a resource allocation

for the divisions when its initial information about the divisiono' oppor-

tunities is probabilistic, but it can acquire information by communicating

with the divisions. It is assumed that if RQ had complete information, the

problem which it would like to solve (and which will be called the firm's

optimization problem) can be formulated mathematically as:

k
maximize E c i (1)i=l

k
subject to F B x < b

i=1 i -

xi 0 (i=l,...,k)

where

x, M vector of decision variables that represent the opportunities of

division i;

C, W vector representing the firm's valuation of one unit of xi;

b - vector representing the capacity of "common" resources, i.e.,

resources that can be used by any division ± (i•a,...,k);

a, W vector representing the capacity of resources that can be used by

division i only;

Bi matrix representing the use of common resources per unit of the decision

variables x

A, matrix representing the use of divisional resources per unit of the

decision variables xi.
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In mathematical programming, decomposition methods .or solving such

problenms have oeen developed which are based on the iterative exchange of

information between a coordinating master problem and a number of subproblems.

For an overview see Geoffrion [II) or Lasdon [24). From an economic viewpoint

the organization of the information exchange for some of these methods has

been extensively discussed with regard to the planning of centralized economies

(see Heal [121 and Kornai [22)]) From an organizational viewpoint the exchange

process has been discussed with regard to the allocation of resources in a

decentralized firm (see Atkins C11, Burton and Obel [4], Hurwicz [17), Jenne'gren

[18] and Ruefli [291) and to the problem of transfer pricing in a decentralized

firm (see Enzer[19]).

In the typical decomposition procedure Lor solving problem (1), the subproblems

correspond to divisions while HQ solves the master problem. After a number of

information exchanges HQ acquires all information from the divisions which is

relevant for the determination of an optimal solution of (1). It is typically

assumed that at the beginning of the iterative procedure, HQ has only information

about a few or none of the divisions' opportunities but knows b (the vector of

available capacity for common resources), and knows the vectors ( ,k)

of the objective function coefficients or is willing to accept the coefficients

used by the divisions. The divisions on the other hand are assumed to be informed

about the matrices Ai and Bi and the vectors ai and c (il,...,k).

As a model for resource allocation in a decentralized system, the existing

decomposition schemes are somewhat unrealistic because they may require a large

number of iterative exchanges in order to find an optimal solution for the firm's

optimization problem (see Christensen and Obel [5), Jonnergren [19] and LJung and

Selmer [25)). It is in this context that the importance and effects of different

[! initiation strategies have been discussed, e.g., see Beale, Hughes and Small [2],

Burton and Obel [4], Christensen and Obel £5), Kornai :21', Ljung and Selmer [2511'
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and Ruefli [29). However there have been only a few attempts reported

the literature (see Obel [28) and Weitzman [363) that show how to deal with

situations where HQ has some initial information about divisional opportunities

and/or constraints.

It is the main purpose of this paper to show how an iterative information

exchange between HQ and divisions that is organized according to the rules of

a decomposition procedure can be adapted to situations where HQ possesses sto-

chastic information about the divisional opportunities and constraints. While

the discussion is based on the decomposition scheme of Dantzig and Wolfe [9),

other procedures such as TenKate [321 or Maier and VanderWeide [26) could be

used tor the organization of the iterative information exchange as well.

In the procedure to be developed HQ accepts a calculated risk that the plan

arrived at will violate constraints in the firm's optimization problem. The pro-

posed procedure is aimed at producing a better solution at the beginning of the

communication process between HQ and divisions, and at reducing the number of infor-

mation exchanges. It will also be shown how the procedure can be adapted to

situations where the size of HQ's programming problem is restricted.

2. At, Iterative Communication Process

2.1 Headquarter's Initial Progr.u .:; :-, ohlem

Suppose HQ of the firm is informed about tht true values of the elements of

the vectors c i(i=l,...,k) and b of the firm's optimization problem, i.e., it is

informed about the firm's objective function and the capacity of comamc resources

that are available to the firm. Furthermore, suppose that for the remaining

elements of the firm's programming problem, RQ is able Atither to determine the

true value or to formulate (subjective) probability distributions.

I
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On the basis of this information, IHQ might initially formulate the

firm's optimization problem mathematically as:

I k

moximize Z H_ X i

k
subject to E B X b (2)=Il

where the elements of the matrices i i ar.B the vectors i (i-l,...,k) are

assumed to be either constants or random variables (that might be statistically

dependent) which represent either the true values or HIQ's estimaLes of the elements

of Ai, Bi and ai (i~l,...,k) in the firm's problem (1). The vector x7 (i~l,...,k)

of decision variables corresponds to the divisions' opportunities. They may differ

from the actual opportunities which are represented by xi (iul,...,k) in problem (1)

in their use of cot~on and/or divisional resources because HQ may use probabilistic

estimates of th',*m.

The formulation given in (2) is an incomplete representation of IIQ's decision

problem because it does not reflect HQ's attitude toward the uncertainty in the

problem. The formulation may be completed by specifying rules that allow the

determination of solutions for the decision situation which accord with UQ's

preferencae.

2.2 Introduction of •ecision Rules

HIQ's decision situation is charaterized by the fact that the decision varicblea

must be assigned values before the realizatiooo oi the random variabla, i.e., before t

the true values formulated in the fir's problem (1), are kown. Decision rules

for such situatioau are called zero order decision rules and heve been exteusively

discussed in the literature. (For surveys %ee X41l C19) and VaJda 134M.)

Fi



In this paper it is assumed that HQ prefers decisions which restrict

the probability that any one of the constraints on the use of common or divisional

resources will be violated by the realization of the decisions to specified risk

levels. Charnes, Cooper and Symonds [52 have introduced such decision rules

into a mathematical programming formulation by means of probability constraints

(chance-constrained programming).

If (1-ci) and (1- ) ,. denote vectors that represent risk levels

as specified by HQ, then HQ's decision problem can be formulated mathematically

as the chance-constrained programming problem:

k
maximize Z2  E c£Xi (3a)

i-l

k
subject to Prob ( Z i _< b)Ža (3b)

1=1

Prob ( A-1 i) (a'"k) (3c)

Z - 0 (i-l,...,k) (3d)

While this approach imposes probability constraints on the violation of

commnon and divisional constraints, approaches that require the fultillment of

the constraints (as suggested in linear programming under uncertainty by Beale [21

or Dantzig [7)) or that deal with decision situations where the probability distri-

bution of the objective variable is of interest (gee, for example, ?4arkowit3~ [Z73,

Kataoka [zO2 or the stochastic programnttn6 approach suggested by Tint•er [33) can

be considered within the framework of thi5 study as well.

L'.43 The laLcivq Cow.unicacion Process

It is assuwed that HQ is able to communicate with the divisions in order to

improve its information 3bout the divisional opportunities, and that the communica-

tion pracess is based on the exekhkuae of information bet"een HQ and divisions as

i cktutated in the decompoeitioa principle o•f Dan:zig apd tWolfe 9:. In thia schmwe,

W- prices comoa resources whereas the divi••ions respond with proposals for

t4i-vi;onaa o €tal csO umption of comon rosources and the resulting output tn

t
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terms of the firm's objective function.

In the proposed procedure, HQ adds the divisional proposals as "certain"

information about the divisions' opportunities to its stochastic information,

i.e., it incorporates this additional information into the progra=ming problem (3)

which, in turn, allows the computation of revised prices for common resources

as the optimal values of the dual variables that correspond to the probability

constrai'.ts, etc.

Denote by vq a vector that represents the prices for common resources as

determined by HQ in iteration q of the iterative communication process. Then

division i is assumed to compute its corresponding proposal for the use of common

resources by determining the optimal basis solution IXq£ of the programming problem:
i

maximize z (ci vqi)xi

subject to Aixi ai (4)

xi>

if -i is defined by the relationship -" n yq~

(ui,q u i) represents division i's proposal which it submits to 11Q at iteration q of

the communication process. After q wQ information exchanges between UQ and the

divisions, HQ's programming problem (which corresponds to the master problem in

the Luntzig-Wolfe approach) can be formulated mathematically as:

k k Q *qq
inaximige zR L2 + F x (5a)

k k Qq

subject to: Prob ( fi +. + u q x b)U ? (Sb)

Prob( i- i 0) i 2 (i-l,...,k) (s5)

- "010 (i-l,... (d
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Q q
S+ 1 : (i-1,...,k) (sec)

q=2 0

71,•i~ > o (iul,...,k;q'1, .... Q) (5f)

In this formulation y (i-l,...,k) are transfer variables, and variables %q
i

(il,.. .,k;q.,. .. ,Q) are associated with the divisions' proposals and determine

the extent of their use in the solution of IQ's programing problew. The

proposals that are associated with zhe variables I(i-l,...) represent solu-

tions to the divisional programminng problems where the divisions' local re-

sources are unused, i.e., where none of the division's decision variables are

positSVe. The formulation of the constraints (5c)-(5e) ensures that 1Q is able

to use the portion of divisional resources that have not been consumed by the

realization of the variables Xq(il,. .. ,k;q-2,...,Q) for the realization of the

decision variables -i iml,...,k). Note that HQ taust base its calculation on its

estimates i,.,k) about the capacity of divi3ioaal resources.

3. Realization of the Conmmunicarion Process

For the realization of the iterativo communication process one has to convert

HQ's planning problem (5) into an equivalent deterministitc forw ubich is tractible

and which allova finite convertence to a solution which optimize- its objective

function and satisfius the ur'mulated constraiat4 io (1) with •,•e •pcited pro-

bability. bhis sectioa shows how thQe det~rminls•cc form of UQ's problem cau be

regarded as a wauter problem ia a deeomposition procedure based on the Dacn•tr Volfe

principle.

3.1 A fletermiitic %• Lv•talent for Wo's Pronraftni~nevroblft

Condider a slagle probabiltty coastratu of (5b) and deCote it by
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k Q q
Prob + 7. 1

iml q-2 i

11 sme ee t.' o' tb•, !,actors bj(Ihl,...,k) are random variablei, than for

any possible values of x i"4,...,k) acd X L(it,...,k;q'Z,...,Q) the variable

w kw- -: + ." jqX - b
fj q"2 ii

is a random variable as well. Denote the expected value and variance of w by

E(w) and V(w), r.-spectively.

Furthermore, assume that the functional form of the probability distribution

for w is known, and that the fractfies of this distribution are completely deter-
2

mined by its mean and varianwe. Let F(u) denote the cumulative distribution

function of the staAdardized variable u -(v-E(w)//•_M),3 and define u by

the relationship F(u. ) tj where od correspotids to a specified risk level

(1- 0j). the deterministic equivalent form of the probability constraint can then

bc formulated as:

+4 V -(W) 5 0

whicth ca be 9peeif.ed as

It ha been ghown e 0ewhere (gee UUier [113C and Kz4oka t203)thawt tog

continuou3 decision vorlablea an u • 0 the det itti equivalent iog of tWe pro-

babiity e"tri.ttt is QwO.eX. 4" edo n .l s parable anp A eo,,on

have been develop4d for deali.io Vith the problet (geeo Hiltir t )131 ) Ut-tan ef [3l1).

A oinilar arsfoomton can be applie4 to all probability constraitv *! U'f

probl,* (5). Cooaequeatl)y the deottaigatitc equivaleat toet oi tte probteai is

c€,veo progrtmiutu• problem witeh ean be uctve 4 y ueanc of coaveo pcotruea.iC

4a1,rith"4 orby covercing it to a .lttear dpp:oXmtiWon a4d u.Lnt the aileptel mtht.O

; I
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k k
Olaximize zl +. )'e + c

k k
subject to: Prob F Rj~Z + 1' B (6b)

Prob ( ~ ~-• Ž% (.,. k) (6c)

a Y + A L x a (1.,.. (6e)

Yi PyiOIOX i z: 0 (...,) (6f)

By proceeding 4as d~earied earlier the problem in (6) can~ he tranufor'ae4 to

4 detevatiiattc form wh~ere the probability ccf4traiintn. are replaced by coavex "on-

linear eun straints or their linear aipproximaEiont. 'Thio form has a hlock, tangular

%tri4-ture in the twtrix and ia ltctear In co-w"on constraints which~ rwlate to the

div i~lnal pcublema. Thu4. one could fiolve the prn'hlema in (6) Sy applytat the

pri~t~ n ciplie far linear prblemii to its det~iciftic euiventa OEf.

It is well knouWt Chat 5uCh a proedure will eooavvge fLatitely find that thio

ubjeetive funetioa will increabe~*o teua at z4ach tteratiot. Futh~o rmre,

teifedof CotivrgeuttizCo beeft exawifetd4 jn V~eUtte~r (cetLt

1153 C . ani D~OD. lHo'etyr ýttle the PiueC004e will 1044 eto

4ttixi fur. jr~e 6.i t ttrýzdWia~t- outf o h rbi

A Q.Csltft, X, (-l&...#.k), ior thi: fitsi op iAttoiW protift~ c~an 44 rVt'V
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from the solutions of problem (6) by the relationship

x, - i + x

where corresponding elements of the decision vectors xi and xi (i=l,...,k)

represent identical decision alternatives. The two parts of the solution differ

in so far as they are based either on "certain" information about divisional

opportunities that has been supplied by the divisions during the communication

process or on HQ's estimates.

It should be obvious that the problem given in (6) is identical with the firm's

problem in (1) if HQ is able to determine the true values of the elements of

Bit A and ai (i~l,...,k), i.e., Bi=Bi, Ai-Ai and i9=ai (i=l,...,k). In this

case feasible solutions of (6) are feasible solutions for (1) and vice versa, and

the optimal solutions for (6) and (1) are identical. However, if some of HQ's

estimates are stochastic, a solution of (6) with some elements of xi (i~l,'".k)

positive might violate constraints in problem (1).

The introduction of HQ's attitude towards a possible violation of constraints

by formulating chance-constraints implies that HQ is willing to accept as a plan

an cntimal solution for the problem given in (6). Although this plan may not be

strictly feasible relative to (1), it may avjid the collection of all relevant

information about the division's opportunities. HQ's willingness to accept possible

iiiieasibilities is expressed by the values of o and . or equivalently

by the values of u and ui (i-l,...,k).

In order to state general properties regarding the optimal solution to (6)

relative to ct and i (i-l,...,k) suppose that F(u) corresponds to a random variable

with a normal distribution. For J- 1 d -1 ,...,k) for all J,

u and u (i-l,...,k) for all j will become very large. In this case, the optimal

basis solution of (6) will include only variables x (i~l,...,k), i.e., the

optimal basis solution will be completely based on certain information about the

divisional opportunities. Furthermore, the basis solution will be the same as if

the decomposition prtnciple were applied to the firm's problem (I). This

situation refers to an HQ with an extreme aversion against risk.
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On the other hand, for aJ-0 and -0 (i-l,...,k) for all J, uand
.1C

uj (i=l,...,k) for all j will become very large negative numbers and HQ's plan
i

derived from (6) will include only variables i (i=l,...,k). In such a situation

HQ will never find it advantageous to iteratively exchange information with the

divisions because the optimal basis solution of HQ's initial optimization problem

(2) represents the optimal basis solution for (6).

In general if HQ has any aversion toward risk then values for otiand

will be chosen which result in positive values for uJ and u (il,...,k), g.,

in the case of normality ceand 01 (i'l,...,k) would be selected from within the

ranges:

.5 < Ot1

•.5 < OJ, I i,.,k.

However, in this case the optimal basis solution of (6) might include both,

variables x i and x. (i~l,...,k), i.e. EQ might compute the solution by using

divisional proposals that have been reported by the divisions and its initial

estimates about the divisions' opportunities . The iterative communication process

may be terminated before HQ has collected all certain information about the divisions'

opportunities that would be relevant for the solution of (1).

The same is true in situations where HQ terminates the couaunication process

before it reaches the optimal solution for (6). This may be the case if the maximAuz

possible improvement in the objective function value for (6) that could be reached

by continui.ig the information exchange is considered insufficient. (For a compu-

tation of lower and upper bounds on the optimal objective function value, see

Lasdon [243.)

4.2 Implementation of a Plan

Whenever the communication process is terminated, UQ faces the problem of what

plan to implement. If none of the variables i (ial,...,k) are positive in the
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solution of HQ's programming problem, then the plart xi xi0 (i-l,...,k) that

has been derived according to the rules developed in the decomposition principle

is feasible. This might even be true for solutions with positive values of the

3 (i£l,...,k) if neither the common nor the divisional constraints are very

"tight."

In other situations Lhe firm might have to "pay" for aQ's acceptance of esti-

mate- ,bout "he divisions' opportunities. If a computed solution should result

in an infeasible plan, the firm has either to purchase additional common

and/or divisional resources7 to remove the Infeasibility or to accept a plan

which uses only the available capacity of resources but yields an objective function

value which is lower than computed by HQ. In these cases, depending on the

specific situation, a variety of alternative possibilities for the determination

of a feasible plan could be formulated. With regard to the availability of common

and divisional resources from sources outside the fitm one might realize the

following procedures:

1. 1IQ instructs the divisions to implemnent the plan x (i0t,...jc). In this casQ,

the firm may have to purchase additional comeon and/or divisional resources.

2. If only couon resources are available for puichase, HQ may achieve feasibility

by instructing the divisions to realize a plan which is "as close as possiblo"

to its cooputed plan X0 (i-l,...,k) but does uot violate divisional constraints,

i.e., a plan which could be determined by each division I by solving the

problem:

subject to At x a. (7)

3. in situations where the purchase of reuourcea it not posaible. HQ caunot

0assure feasibility by merely Lenf ng the divistc§ about x ..• i
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A feasible plan may be achieved (at least for situatLons where none of the divisions

is a net producer of common resources) by reporting to the divisions an alloca-

8 k
tion d i (ial,...,k) of common resiurces which aatisfics E di < b and instructing

i-l
each division to realize a plan which it could determine by solving the problem:

maximize z 3 cix (8)
D cix (8

subject to B xiý5 di

Aixi • ai

5. Reduction of the Size of IJQ's.Pro.qramming Prpblem

The procedure described in the previous sections increases the number of

-onst-.ai.,ts and variables in HQ's programming problem over what would be required

it the stochastic infortation was ignored. Iowever, there are sometimes restrictions

oc. the size ot IQ's programming problem. In fact, the development of decomposition

methods for ruthematcal prograumling was primarily aimed at reducing the size of

programming problems tha;. h,' to be solved by HIQ.

In cases unere restriction on the size of !Q'a programming problewm exist

but are nut too otrict, so'-e of the inWtial stochastic infotmatioa could be pre-

terved by uging it in ,gated for, i.e.. replacing divizional conutraints and/or

opportunitioe by a ea~ chat are based ou linear cobn~n. If the elements

in thte dL ag• rd L.ltrices At .At and vector* a. (-a l,...,i) of I's problem (5)

rerandom aeeznta, the etew~atr to tho a~eated matrtcoa and vector ae 4- ls&to.

Thoir probability dtocrib-itiono caa be eracieted UL-actly or derived froa the pro-

bability dttributiona of the dL"Saregated random elementra. %hen IQ's pragrawira-

pro'hLet we the bas5i: oi aoegata4 into iatioa can bd formuldated a.9 M5. isd r.hei:I
fI

i[ I
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iterative communication process can be organized as outlined in preceding

sections for situations where HQ's programming problem is based on disaggregated

10information if the following assumptions hold:

1. Only divisional constraints and/or opportunities are aggregated.

2. The probability distributions of the aggregated elements agree with the

requirements stated La preceding sections for the probability distributions

of disaggregated random elements.

The discussion about the formulation of probability dibtributions for

aggregated information about divisional constraiats and/or opportunities is based

on the assumption that at least some of the elements of the matrices Bi. Ai or

the vectors ai (i-l,...,k) in the firm's optimization problem (1) are unknown to

HQ but that 11Q is able to formulate the probability distributions of estimates.

However, a similar approach can be applied to situations where HQ is in fact able

to determine- the true values Qof it Ai or a. (i-l....k) bWt where restrictions

on the size of RQ's programming problem allow only the formulation of -a reduced
11

number of divisional constraints. in sucth a case a comsunication process between

HQ and divisions that is organtied 4ccording to the rutes of the decoposition

principle as outlincd by Dant:ig and Vaioe E9] would be baoed on a prog>raming

problea at W'e level wiere all information about divisional constraints that is nwt

obtained during the iterative couAicatioa proc•os is nu•:lcted. Lowever, the

concept of consideriag aggregated divisinal constraints La HQ's programictg problem

and the formulation of probability di trib utiot for the el amntaint the corresponding

* matrices and vectors allows the introduction of at least, parts of UQ~s initial

i

_... n____nI u m l l
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4

Suppose restrictions on the size of HQ's programming problem allow the

consideration of one divisional constraint for each of the k divisions in the

firm's optimization problem (1). Now, consider the divisional constraints

Aixi S a i that correspond to division i in problem (i). Let Ai be a (mx n) matrix

and denote the elements of a column j (j~l,...,a) by a1 (i=l,...,m). Regard the

a• (i-l,...,m) as possible realizations of-a random variable a (j~l,...,n).

Define A by
-i £ al' aZ,.,an).

Furthermore, denote by •i a random variable with the elements of the vector a

as possible realizatioass.

Now, apply a similar transformation to all matrices A1 (L-l...,k) and vectors

(i-l,...,k) in (1). Then by imposing probability constraints on the violation

of divisional constraints by a solution of the firm's optimization problem (1)

one could formulate a decomposition procedure for the solution of (1). In such a

procedure the iterative exchange of information between HQ and divisions is

or•auized as described in preceding sectiona with divisional problems (4) and a

master problem to be solved by UQ uhich can be formulated mathemacically as:

k k Q *
maximize X* E C x (9)

iul •.ta q" 1

k k q
Oubject to Z 5 X + rb

?ro X ~ 01 (L't# ... k)

I QgIXt

a 0 1
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6. Conclusion

This paper has shown an iterative information exchange derived from the

Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition principle can be adapted to situations ;,here HQ

possesses probabilistic information about the divisions. A chance constraint

formulation was used to express HQ's attitude toward accepting solutions which

violate constraints. Under extreme risk aversion the same solution is found

as when the stochastic information is ignored; however, in general the solution

will depend on both the initial stochastic information and on the "certain"

information gathered from the divisions.

By accepting a calculated risk of developing a plan that might violate con-

straints of the firm's optimization problem, the use of stochastic information

enables HQ to terminate the procedure at an earlier stage of the communication

process. Thus avoiding collecting additional information from the divisions.

iI
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FOOTNOTES

1. In situations where ci (i'l,...,k) expresses the valuation of out-
put by the divisions, ci might be unknown to HQ as well. It can be

shown that such a situation couid be handled within the framework of
this study if HQ is able to formuiate probability distributions for c V

2. See Hillier [14) for a discussion of relations between the probability
distributions of the random variables in 61 (i=l,...,k) and the probability
distribution of their linear combination and the conditions under which the
probability distribution of w can be regarded as normal or at least (by some
version of the Central Limit Theorem) approximately normal.

3. See Hillier and Lieberman (153. If the functional form of the probability
distribution of w is not known, Tchebychev's inequality can be used to
formulate an upper bound for u . See Hillier [143 for a discussion.

4. See Dantzig [8) or Wagner [35) for a comprehensive list of references.

5. Whinston [37) has discussed the application of the decomposition principle
in situations where the ccrmnon constraints are nonlinear and, in addition,
not even separable. For its application to concave programs see, for example,
Holloway [16).

6. It is assumed throughout the paper that the true values of the elements
of N' X , and -i (i-l,...,k) for which HQ has formulated estimates are
within the range of the probability distributions for the random variables.

7. The price per unit of additional resources could be considered in the
deterministic equivalent form of HIQ's problem (5) by an approach similar
to the one used in stochastic programming with simple recourse. See Ziemba
[38) or, in a chance-constrained progranming context, Schiefer [31).

8. The determination of di (i-l,...,k) which correspond to the computed solution

of 1LQ's programming problem is no problem if the common constraints are
separable in such a way that for each constraint j it iw possible to compute

ed- .(j-o)+ QX X + u ;J b6,;F) .otherwise. one might comapute ani qu iq-2

approximation as
Q ujq

d- 2(bX)+ U +(1/k) uJ V()~b )i q-2im77
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9. See Hillier C14) for a discussion of the functional form of the probability
distribution of a lindar combination of randoM variables.

10. In this case, 10, ii and -i (L-m,...,k) in (5) are supposed to represent

the aggregated information.

11. only the restrictionz on the number of divisional consraLuta and not the
number of opportunities is discussed here. This is done because the number
of constraints is usually the most limiting factor in the size of programming
problems, and the aggregation of divisional opportunities does not affect
the feasibility of computed solutions for the firm's optimization problem.

*44 F
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